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Proposition 23 – “California Jobs Initiative” 

 

 CWA position – Support 

A “yes” vote means that AB 32, a law passed in 2006 requiring the reduction of greenhouse gases 

through new fees and regulations, will be suspended until the state’s unemployment rate is reduced to 

5.5 percent or less for four consecutive quarters 

1. Also known as the “California Jobs Initiative,” Prop 23 suspends the implementation of the California 

Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32) until certain unemployment rate benchmarks are 

achieved.  The intent of the 2006 bill was to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) to the 

l990 level by 2020 (It should be noted that other state laws have already been enacted to reduce 

GHGs, including regulations for car and small truck emissions and other energy efficiency programs).  

In order to accomplish this goal, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) put forth a “Scoping 

Plan” creating a mix of new regulations and market-based compliance mechanisms, as well as a “cap 

and trade” program assigning emission allowances to emitters and establishing ways to buy, sell and 

trade the emission allowances.   

2. Unless suspended, businesses emitting high GHGs must pay annual fees to cover administrative costs 

beginning this fall.  In addition to the impact of these fees on businesses employing many 

Californians, there will be other costly requirements for businesses and individuals that are likely to 

have a negative effect on an already struggling state economy.   

3. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the August unemployment rate in California was 12.4 

percent.  This rate was only topped by two states: Nevada (14.4 percent) and Michigan (13.1 percent). 

In contrast, the average unemployment rate in our state during 2006, when AB 32 was enacted, was 

4.9 percent.  California families are struggling, and the businesses that employ them should have 

every opportunity to increase job availability and not be saddled with new regulations that could force 

them to lay off more workers or postpone hiring.  Many companies have already left our state.  More 

burdensome regulatory and economic requirements will only create a disincentive to do business here.  

4. A report from March 2010 by the California Legislative Analyst’s Office indicates it “[S]eems most 

likely to us that the implementation of AB32  … will result in the near term in California job losses, 

even after recognizing that many of the [Scoping Plan’s] programs phase in over time. This reflects 

the various economic dislocations, behavioral adjustments, investment requirements, and certain other 

factors that the [Scoping Plan] would entail. In the longer term, the employment effects in our view 

are unknown and will depend on a number of yet-to-be determined factors.”  

5. For additional information on Prop 23 see the Official Voter Information Guide.  

6. Campaign website:  http://suspendab32.org  

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/laus.nr0.htm
http://cssrc.us/web/14/pubs/100308_AB32JobsImpact.pdf
http://voterguide.sos.ca.gov/propositions/
http://suspendab32.org/

